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It has become difficult to handle traditional networks because of extensive network developments
and an increase in the number of network users, and also because of new technologies like cloud
computing and big data. Traditional networks are experiencing an increase in VM load and in
the time taken for processing tasks. Hence, it has become essential to modify the traditional
network architecture. A notion called Load balancing techniques that increases the conformance
of network management was presented recently to deal with this problem. The critical need for
load balancing emerges due to network resources limitations and requirements fulfillment that
facilitates traffic distribution through various resources to enhance the efficiency and reliability
of network resources. This task has been carried out by several researchers before, who have
presented various algorithms with their benefits and shortcomings. The focus of this research is
on the notion of cloud computing load balancing and on the advantages and disadvantages of
a chosen load balancing algorithm. Furthermore, it examines the metrics and issues of these
algorithms.

1 Introduction

Cloud Computing has universally greater interest in web technolo-
gies currently. With the increasing demands of the cloud, popular
website’s servers are getting overloaded, in order to fulfill users
requirement load balancing is one of the promising solutions. Load
balancing is the procedure of sharing the load between multiple
processors in a distributed environment to minimize the turnaround
time taken by the servers to cater service requests and make better
utilization of the available resources. cloud computing incorporates
and enhances the advantages of a few existing distributed computing
technologies. Network computing refers to a “model of distributed
computing that employs geographically distant resources and hence,
allows users to gain access to computers and data and to handle
their accounts from varied locations”. Virtualization is another tech-
nology that hides the physical properties of computing resources
to obscure complexity when dealing with applications, systems or
end-users [1]–[3].

Cloud computing initially represented online business applica-
tions, referred to as application service provision (ASP). Later on
the term was used more extensively following the distribution of
services by the company, where the name given to each service
provider was based on the service they offered to the customer [4].

Since its introduction in late 2006, several definitions of cloud
computing have been formulated. It can essentially be defined as a
framework for allowing on-demand network access to a shared set

of online configurable computing resources (like network, storage,
server, services and applications) [5],[6].

The definition of cloud computing provided by HP is as fol-
lows: “Everything as a Service” [7]. On the other hand, Microsoft
considers cloud computing to signify “Cloud and the Client” [8].
According to T-Systems, cloud computing refers to “renting infras-
tructure, software and bandwidths under specified service conditions.
It should be possible to modify these components routinely on the
basis of the customer requirements and should be widely available
and secure. Furthermore, there are 2-end service level agreements
(SLAs) and use-dependent service invoices that are part of cloud
computing” [9].

It is possible to distinguish cloud computing into three mod-
els, i.e. SaaS (SOFTWARE–AS-A SERVICE), which provides
a user interface to the user which they can access through a
browser or desktop application; PaaS (PLATFORM-AS-A SER-
VICE, which offers applications development tools and a program-
ming language execution environment to the user; and finally IaaS
(INFRASTRUCTURE- AS-A-SERVICE), which offers virtual com-
puterized resources to the user that they can manage in accordance
with their requirements. These models can also be classified in
accordance with the services they offer [10], [11].

• Database as a Service (DaaS)

• Storage as a Service (SaaS)

• Network as a Service (NaaS)
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• Expert as a Service (EaaS)

• Communication as a Service (CaaS)

• Security as a Service (SECaaS)

• Monitoring as a Service (Maas)

• Testing as a Service (TaaS)

The Cloud Computing categories are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Cloud Computing categories

Cloud computing is becoming quite popular; hence, there has
been a significant increase in the amount of processing being carried
out in the clouds. However, cloud computing is experiencing several
issues in providing the required services [11], including:

• Load Balancing

• Performance analysis and modeling

• Throughput and response time

• Security and privacy

• Resource management

• QoS

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows: the Load
Balancing Concept and Challenges described in Section 2. Section
3 presents the load balancing techniques classification . A few static
and dynamic load balancing algorithms are discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 Discussion and comparison with the latest studies in this
field are compared and Lastly,section 6 gives a conclusion of the
study .

2 Load Balancing
There are a series of nodes in the cloud that are connected to one
another. Here, one of the nodes is either selected randomly or on
the basis of an algorithm to fulfill requests made by users. There
may be different data and hence, there is different load on every
node, and each node in a cloud can have unequal load of tasks based
on the quantity of work requested by clients. Load balancing is a
very significant issue that made it imperative for cloud computing
to distribute load on the resources available so as to achieve lower
response time. This makes sure that no VMs in the system are over-
loaded at any time [12]. In addition, balance workload continues to
be an issue in the cloud as they are unable to determine the quantity
of demand that is obtained in the cloud [13].

Load balancing concepts face several challenges because there
are various physical and logical issues that may have an impact on
the technique being used. A few of these issues are listed in Table I
[11]:

Table 1: LOAD BALANCING ISSUES

Graphical
Distribution
node

There is geographical distribution of data centers
in clouds. On the other hand, distributed nodes are
considered as a single system without taking into
account various factors like communication delay,
networking delay and distances between nodes,
resources and users.

Virtual
Machine
Migration

Multiple VM are allowed by the VM concept on
the same Physical Machine. Due to the distinct
VM structure, the physical machine may
become overloaded.

Algorithm
Complexity

To ensure that it does not affect the efficiency
of the cloud, load balancing algorithm should
be simple and concise.

Heterogeneous
nodes

In these times, users have different requirements.
It is essential to have heterogeneous nodes to
fulfill users’ need for services. The load balancing
decision is influenced by the heterogeneity of the
nodes.

Single
point of
Failure

In general, load balancing algorithm is typically
carried out on a central node to assign tasks. The
entire computing fails in case the central node fails.

Load
Balancer
Scalability

Computing power, topology, storage, etc.
determine the response time of load balancing

3 Load Balancing Techniques Classifica-
tion

The classification of the algorithms depends on the existing status
of the system and involves two categories [14], [11]: static algo-
rithms that obtain information pertaining to the system and identify
the existing resources for using before commencing. The load is
distributed on the existing VM till the work concludes, which is
preferably used when the VM capabilities are similar to one another.
This type of algorithm has various techniques, for example round
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robin, Min-Min, weight, Max-Min, honey bee foraging, throttled,
etc. The issue faced with static algorithms is that they depend on
static information which is unable to effectively demonstrate dy-
namic load variations taking place within the VMs [15]. Dynamic
algorithms are the second kind of algorithms and are different from
static algorithms in the sense that they exhibit flexibility. These
algorithms work on the basis of rescheduling the tasks allocated to
them over the available VM while carrying out the work. Better per-
formance is exhibited by static algorithms in contrast to the dynamic
algorithm, whereas with respect to the competitive ratio, dynamic
algorithms have a larger ratio compared to the static algorithm [16].
The typical structure of load balancing in cloud environments is
demonstrated in Figure 2, whereas Figure 3 shows the classification
of the load balancing methods. Several parameters are used to assess
load balancing algorithms, which are regulated by various policies.
The metrics are presented in Table 3 [15], [17], while an outline of
the load balancing policies is given in Table 4.

Table 2: Load Balancing Metrics

Metrics Description

Performance It refers to ensuring the consistency and
efficiency of the algorithms carried out

Response
time

It refers to the time taken by the system
to give a reaction to the user request.
he more rapid the response time, the
higher the satisfaction obtained
by the user.

Throughput The number of tasks carried out for
each unit of time.

Scalability
The ability of the algorithm to handle
the tasks of the user in an efficient and
effective way.

Fault
Tolerance

The robustness of the algorithm to
solve issues and errors so that its
performance can be regained

Migration
Time

The time needed to shift the load from
a certain VM to another in accordance
with the VM loading during situations
of overload or under-load.

Resource
Usage

Determines the optimum use of
computing resources in the data center
that should be employed by the algorithm

Makespan Time needed to carry out and treat a
given set of tasks

Figure 2: General Structure of Load balancing in Cloud Environment [18]

Figure 3: Load balancing techniques classification

Table 3: Load Balancing Policies

Selection
Policy

The required tasks that need to be transferred from
a certain VM to another are specified in this policy.
This is done depending on the extent of overhead
that is to be transferred

Location
policy

In this policy, the tasks are sent to the free, under-
loaded and available VMs so that they can be
fulfilled. The desired VM is determined in this
policy on the basis of the availability of the
required services so that the task can be transferred
in accordance with the available technique, like
Negotiation, Random and Probing.

Transfer
policy

In this policy, the conditions for shifting the task
from a local VM to another local or remote VM
are determined. Two types of tasks are used in this
regard: the existing tasks and the last task received.

Information
policy

This policy deals with keeping information
pertaining to the resources safe in the system to
ensure that other policies can benefit from them
while making decisions.

4 Load Balancing Common Algorithms

A few static and dynamic load balancing algorithms will be pre-
sented in this section, with benefits and drawbacks for each algo-
rithm:

4.1 Round Robin Algorithm

This static algorithm is one of the simplest methods used following
the selection of the existing VMs. One of these VMs is randomly
chosen by the data center unit to commence its operations. In ad-
dition, it is organized in a circular manner. After this, every VM
that gets a request is shifted towards the final part of the list [19],
[20][21],.
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There is, however, no interaction between this algorithm and
the distinct abilities of the VMs because the tasks are equally di-
vided on the VMs, even though they have distinct abilities (Figure
4) [15]. Hence, Weight Round Robin algorithm is used to enhance
this algorithm, which assigns weight for each VM on the basis of its
abilities, and then offers the ability to each node to have a specific
number of tasks on the basis of the weights allocated to each VM.
This algorithm is considered similar to Round Robin algorithm from
the perspective of time division because it distributes the time as a
circular. However, the distinction is that the tasks are offered to VM
on the basis of particular restrictions, for example checking weights
[22], [23].

Figure 4: Round Robin Load Balancer [19]

4.2 Throttled Load Balancer (TLB)

A table is generated in this algorithm that includes the virtual ma-
chines as well as the existing state (available/busy). If a specific task
is allocated to a virtual machine, a request is made to the control unit
within the data center, which will look for the ideal VM suit with
respect to their abilities to achieve the required task [24]. The load
balancer will send -1 back to the data center if an appropriate VM
is not available [15]. Figure 5 presents a demonstration of Throttled
Load Balancer.

Figure 5: Throttled Load Balancer

In contrast, the process of looking for the ideal virtual machines
always takes place from the start of the table each time; therefore,
certain VMs are not employed. A modified throttled algorithm was
put forward by [25], which works by changing the process of VM

selection. After receiving the subsequent request, the VM at index
adjacent to the VM already allocated is selected based on the state of
the VM. In addition, [22] presented an efficient throttled algorithm,
which consisted of 3 algorithms, i.e. throttled algorithm, ESCE
(Equally Spread Current Execution algorithm) and Round Robin.
This algorithm is considered as an advancement of the main throt-
tled algorithm, where the enhanced algorithm employed the data
structure to maintain information regarding the VMs. In contrast,
Hash Map index is used to search for VM and allocated tasks where
it works at a faster pace compared to the throttled algorithm.

Furthermore, Divide-and-Conquer and Throttled algorithm
(DCBT) approach is taken to be the hybrid approach because it
gives preference to the order when allocating the VM. This is done
to achieve the highest usage of resources by reducing the overall
time taken to execute the task. In addition, this algorithm seeks to
update the table by dividing the independent jobs equally among all
the VMs. Hence, it works faster than the throttled algorithm [26].

4.3 Min-Min Load Balancing Algorithm

This algorithm is easy to use and works at a faster pace [27]. In
addition, it improves performance and consists of a series of tasks.
The time taken to execute the task is computed and allocated to
VMs on the basis of the smallest completion time for the existing
tasks. The process will continue till it is ensured that each task has
been allocated to VM [16]. Because of the existence of a greater
number of smaller tasks, this algorithm performs better compared
to if there were bigger tasks. However, this will lead to starvation
because of giving priority to smaller tasks and deferring the bigger
tasks [21].

4.4 Max Min Load Balancing Algorithm

As stated by [28], [29], this algorithm is quite similar to the Min-Min
Load Balancing, based on the calculation time. In this algorithm,
all existing tasks are sent to the system, after which the calculation
is carried out for determining the least time to complete each of
the given tasks. The selected task then has the maximum time to
be completed will be allocated to the relevant machine [11]. A
comparison of the performance of this algorithm with the Min-Min
algorithm shows that the Max-Min algorithm is better because there
is just one large task in the set, which means that the Max-Min
algorithm will carry out the shorter tasks alongside the larger task
[15].

4.5 Opportunistic Load Balancing Algorithm

This algorithm is a type of static algorithm that is not capable of
describing the existing workload of the VM; therefore, it allocates
the tasks randomly to all nodes in the system to ensure they are
all working [30], [31], and [32]. Tasks are accomplished at a slow
pace through this algorithm as it does not compute the existing
implementation time [33]. Hence, it provides incorrect outcomes
for the load balance [15].
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4.6 Ant Colony Optimization

This algorithm that is based on ACO allows for distributing the
workload efficiently between the nodes of a cloud. The working
of this algorithm is influenced by the Ant concept, where it looks
for a new pathway if it comes across an obstacle and allocates a
new route between the nodes [34]. The algorithm functions by
first initializing the table, carrying out the data flow and achieving
the threshold level for the required nodes. When the flow passes
through the nodes, the algorithm examines the node; if it is under
load, then it uses the highest trailing pheromone (TP) that provides
the route for the under-loaded node. The table is then updated till
the node achieves the threshold limit. Nonetheless, if the threshold
limit is attained, it uses the Foraging Pheromone (FP) to examine
new sources of food and update the table till it attains an under-load,
after which it reassigns resources. This cycle keeps on occurring till
the completion of the process.

4.7 Honey Bee Algorithm

The working of this algorithm is influenced by the way bees behave
when looking for honey, because its main objective is to divide the
workload on the VM, considering the lack of excessive resource
utilization and lack of under-usage of resources. This algorithm
works by choosing a VM that fulfills two main requirements. Fewer
tasks are allocated to this VM compared to those assigned to other
VM machines. The time taken by VM to process falls within the
average processing time taken by all other VMs [35], [23].

Figure 6: Active Monitoring Load Balancerr

4.8 Active Monitoring Load Balancer (AMLB)

It is a type of dynamic load technology [21]. This technology ob-
tains information relevant to each VM and to the number of requests
that are presently allocated to each of them [24]. The Data Center
Controller (DCC) scans the VM index table after receiving a new
request to determine the VM that is least loaded or idle. First-come-
first serve concept is employed by this algorithm to allocate load
to the VM that has the smallest index number for more than two
servers [21].

The VM ID is sent back by the AMLB algorithm to the DCC
which then sends the request to the VM represented by that ID. The
AMLB is informed about the new allocation by the DCC and it is
sent the cloudlet [24].

Once the task is completed, the information is sent to the DCC
and the VM index table is reduced. When a new request is received,

it goes over the table again using load balancer and then the process
allocation occurs. Figure 6 presents an illustration of AMLB.

4.9 Genetic Algorithm

In the process of genetic algorithms, scheduling takes place on the
basis of the biological notion of population generation. The pur-
pose of using this algorithm was to enhance the distribution of load
within the cloud, where the algorithm starts functioning using the
preliminary population procedure. The initial population consists
of the set of all individuals who are involved in determining the
optimal solution. Each solution in the population is referred to as
an individual, and each individual is described as a chromosome
to make it appropriate for carrying out genetic operations [36]. It
was presumed by the authors in [37] that a comparison of the newly
developed population will be carried out with the previous one. The
solutions are then chosen to obtain solutions (offspring) on the basis
of its fitness function [38]. The fitness function is used to deter-
mine the quality of individuals in the population with respect to the
specified optimization goal [37].

For every chromosome, the fitness function is computed, after
which the most appropriate results are chosen to be used as parents.
The operation then commences with a crossover process; a part of
each parent is used to create a new child; this child is then improved
by employing a mutation process. This process keeps on occurring
till the best results are obtained [39]. The basis of genetic algorithms
is randomness; however, it is not the same as the random search in
that it approves the most suitable individuals within a population.
The crossover rate and mutation probability values have a significant
impact on the performance of the genetic algorithm [38].

The general scheme of the genetic algorithm is shown in Figure
7.

Figure 7: General scheme of genetic algorithm [40]

4.10 First Come First Serve

This algorithm works by distributing new tasks to resources that
have the least waiting time (i.e. resources that have the least number
of tasks). Here, there is sequential execution of the tasks, with the
work commencing from the first task till its completion, after which
the subsequent task from the queue is carried out. This algorithm is
used as it allocates tasks to the virtual machines without considering
the specifications of the virtual machines available and also the time
that will be taken by the tasks in queue when allocating new tasks
[41].
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4.11 Generalized Priority Algorithm

The mechanism of action of this algorithm is to give priority to the
tasks according to their size (Higher missions size take higher prior-
ity), and the default machines are given priority based on the power
of the processor, then the appropriate virtual machine is chosen for
the priority of the required task [41]. An example on GPA suppose
you have 6 VMs represented by their Id and processor speed VMs
= 0, 850 , 1, 1000, [5], 3, 150, 4,250, 5,750. Here the priority goes
to VM 4 will because it has the highest speed, then priority is given
to VM 2 and then VM 6 and so on [41]. This algorithm works as in
Figure (pseudo):

Figure 8: K. Generalized Priority Algorithm Pseudo code

4.12 NBST Algorithm

Initially, this algorithm assumes that the number of instructions
required for the tasks is on the waiting list and their length is known,
then it arranges all available virtual devices according to their im-
plementation speed MIPS (Million instructions per second) and
arranging the cloudlets according to their length. Where this algo-
rithm depends on dividing the number of VM and cloudlets into two
parts after arranging them in descending order until access to the
VM or cloudlets one at most, then assigning the VM groups to the
cloudlets groups [42].

4.13 Load Balancing Technique based on Cuckoo
Search and Firefly

The cuckoo search is based on the brooding behavior of cuckoo bird,
where this bird laid their eggs on other bird’s nest, the best quality
eggs are carried forward to the next generation and the worst nests
are abandoned [43]. Cuckoo Search with Firefly is a hybrid algo-
rithm is used for loud balancing in a cloud computing environment;
this algorithm schedules the tasks and allocates the overloaded VMs
tasks to the under-loaded VMs. This algorithm finds the best VM in
less time and improves the loud balance efficiency and avoids the
task imbalanced situations in the entire system [44]. The LB tech-
nique starts with scheduling the tasks using Round Robin method,
then calculate the capacity and the load of each VM, then it iden-
tifies the overloaded and under-loaded tasks using Cuckoo Search
with Firefly to start the migration of tasks from overloaded VMs
to under-loaded VMs [44]. It avoids the task imbalanced situations
in the entire system. Also this method has the advantages of high

interchange rate and less number of tuning parameter. This method
has the advantages of high interchange rate and less number of tun-
ing parameter. The proposed method migrates 2 task, while existing
method requires 7 task for migration.

4.14 predicted load balancing algorithm based on the
dynamic exponential smoothing

This algorithm predicts the load of the VMs by using the dynamic
exponential smoothing model. Where the dynamic balancing algo-
rithms focus on the fastest response speed algorithm and the least
connection algorithm [45].

Exponential smoothing is one of prediction algorithms based
on time series, which takes advantage of all historical data, and
differentiates them through the smoothing factor to allow recent
data make a greater impact on the analytical value than long-term
data, [46].

The allocated node has the shortest corresponding time, when
a new request arrives to the server node that has a little connection
numbers, the dynamic algorithm takes the load characteristics of
the server node as the reference, makes the adjustment with every
weighted factor, and reflects the real-time load under the support
of weighted value, by that the algorithm helps to find the corre-
sponding smoothing coefficient with the VM load time series of
current phrase, and helps to make prediction with the load value at
the next moment of this VM[45]. The load predicted balancing al-
gorithm developed by the improvement that permits to construct the
dynamic smoothing exponent and to obtain the load prediction with
a higher accuracy through the comparison of short load time series.
Also it helps to provide more accurate service demand for users and
enhance the resource utilization ratio of the server node to a higher
level [45]. The accuracy of the model prediction can be affected,
because of the selection standard of α exponential smoothing is not
very clear [45].

5 Discussion
A comparison of the load balancing algorithms is presented in this
section. Each load balancing algorithm is described in specific
identifiers with its main properties and limitations.

5.1 Round Robin

• Algorithm Name: [Round Robin].

• Algorithm Type: [Static].

• Algorithm Overhead: [No Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [Simple].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– Simplicity
– Easy to install

• Algorithm Limitations:

– Cannot be improved any more
– No multi-tasking capabilities
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– Could lead to over head

– Does not take capacity importance and task duration
into account

• Algorithm Performance: [Low Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [Low Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [No FT].

5.2 Throttled

• Algorithm Name: [Throttled].

• Algorithm Type: [Static].

• Algorithm Overhead: [No Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [Medium].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– The data center searches for the best VM that fits its
capabilities with the task required

– Maximization of resource usage

– Increase average of execution time

• Algorithm Limitations:

– Does not define time limits

– Could result in idle VMs

• Algorithm Performance: [medium Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [high Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [FT].

5.3 Min-Min

• Algorithm Name: [Min-Min].

• Algorithm Type: [Static].

• Algorithm Overhead: [Medium Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [Simple].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– Quick

– Easy to install

• Algorithm Limitations:

– Leads to starvation

• Algorithm Performance: [Increased performance for smaller
tasks].

• Algorithm Throughput: [Improved Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [No FT].

5.4 Max-Min

• Algorithm Name: [Max-Min].

• Algorithm Type: [Static].

• Algorithm Overhead: [Medium Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [Simple].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– Execute the large tasks in parallel with short tasks

• Algorithm Limitations:

– Leads to starvation.

• Algorithm Performance: [Better performance than min-min].

• Algorithm Throughput: [Improved Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [No FT].

5.5 Opportunistic

• Algorithm Name: [Opportunistic].

• Algorithm Type: [Static].

• Algorithm Overhead: [Low Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [Simple].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– The advantage is quite simple and reach load balance

• Algorithm Limitations:

– No fairness in task assignment

– Tasks are planed slowly because it does not determine
the nodes current execution time

– the whole completion time (Make span) is very poo

• Algorithm Performance: [poor Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [Limited Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [No FT].
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5.6 Ant Colony Optimization

• Algorithm Name: [Ant Colony Optimization].

• Algorithm Type: [Dynamic].

• Algorithm Overhead: [High Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [High complexity].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– The style of living ants depends on the

– transition from VM to another VM.

– Better performance

– Reduce operation time

– Can be combined with heuristic search algorithm

• Algorithm Limitations:

– Complex and load on the system unit.

– Untrusted in reality

• Algorithm Performance: [High Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [High Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [FT].

5.7 Honey Bee

• Algorithm Name: [Honey Bee].

• Algorithm Type: [Dynamic].

• Algorithm Overhead: [High Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [High complexity].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– it is chosen the best VM by comparing the cost of exe-
cuting a task on one VM with the other available VMs.

– Takes into account excessive resources and under used
ones

– Number of assigned tasks less than number of handled
by other VMs to reduce execution time

• Algorithm Limitations:

– Complexity

– Increase the machine size does not increase throughput

• Algorithm Performance: [High Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [Low Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [FT].

5.8 AMLB

• Algorithm Name: [AMLB].

• Algorithm Type: [Static].

• Algorithm Overhead: [High Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [medium complexity].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– It identifies the least loaded VM

– Increase performance

– Update index table every time task executed

• Algorithm Limitations:

– Time consuming in index table calculation

– algorithm gives better results when there is low varia-
tion in workload

• Algorithm Performance: [High Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [High Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [FT].

5.9 Genetic Algorithm

• Algorithm Name: [Genetic Algorithm].

• Algorithm Type: [Dynamic].

• Algorithm Overhead: [High Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [High complexity].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– Executed the cloudlets in less time

– Improve load distribution in the cloud

– Better resource usage

– Better approve the best fitted population indexing in
VMs

• Algorithm Limitations:

– Complexity

– High resources required for population generation and
calculation

– Crossover mutation is highly effected by probability
parameters

• Algorithm Performance: [High Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [High Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [FT].
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5.10 First come first serve

• Algorithm Name: [First come first serve].

• Algorithm Type: [Dynamic].

• Algorithm Overhead: [There is Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [Simple complexity].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– Distribute tasks to all available VMs

• Algorithm Limitations:

– Not preventive

– assigning tasks to all virtual machines without paying
attention to the specifications of the available virtual
machine

– not paying attention to the time that the tasks in the
queue will take when distributing the new tasks

• Algorithm Performance: [Medium Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [Medium Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [No FT].

5.11 Generalized Priority Algorithm

• Algorithm Name: [Generalized Priority Algorithm].

• Algorithm Type: [Dynamic].

• Algorithm Overhead: [No Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [medium complexity].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– give priority to the tasks according to their size and the
machine processor power

• Algorithm Limitations:

– take more execution time

– could lead to starvation

• Algorithm Performance: [Increased Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [High Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [FT].

5.12 NBST Algorithm

• Algorithm Name: [NBST Algorithm].

• Algorithm Type: [Dynamic].

• Algorithm Overhead: [Yes the is Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [medium complexity].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– Distribute all task on all available VM

• Algorithm Limitations:

– take more time in an assign VMs for cloudlets

• Algorithm Performance: [increased Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [High Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [FT].

5.13 Load Balancing based on CSF

• Algorithm Name: [Load Balancing based on CSF].

• Algorithm Type: [Dynamic].

• Algorithm Overhead: [medium Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [medium complexity].

• Algorithm Strength points :

– schedules the tasks and allocates the overloaded VMs
tasks to the under-loaded VMs

– avoids the task imbalanced situations in the entire sys-
tem

– high interchange rate and less number of tuning param-
eter

• Algorithm Limitations:

– multiple algorithms have to be followed

• Algorithm Performance: [Improved Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [High Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [FT].

5.14 predicted load balancing algorithm based on the
dynamic exponential smoothing

• Algorithm Name: [predicted load balancing algorithm based
on the dynamic exponential smoothing].

• Algorithm Type: [Dynamic].

• Algorithm Overhead: [Yes there is Overhead].

• Algorithm Degree of complexity: [High complexity].
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• Algorithm Strength points :

– provide more accurate service demand for users and
improve the resource utilization of the VMs

• Algorithm Limitations:

– the accuracy of the model prediction can be affected, be-
cause of the selection standard of α exponential smooth-
ing is not very clear

• Algorithm Performance: [Improved Performance].

• Algorithm Throughput: [Medium Throughput].

• Algorithm Fault tolerance: [No FT].

6 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents an extensive Review for load balancing that
carry out load distribution among the VM in a different way. con-
sidering the lack of excessive resource utilization and not keeping
the VMs idle. As a service that is carried out over the network is
known as cloud computing, where a lot of significance is given to
load balancing issues. The performance will decrease with an over-
loaded system. Hence, smart load balancing algorithm is needed to
maintain the position of QoS. a description for algorithm techniques
has been explained and followed by a comparison between them.
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